Organizations That Have Taken the
Low Carbon IT Campaign Power
Management Pledge
ENERGY STAR LOW CARBON IT SPOTLIGHT:
New London Public Schools Saves $90k per Year
by Shutting Down Idle Computers
Would you leave every light in your school building burning when you walked
out the door each afternoon? Probably not, but that’s often what happens
with computers. They sit idle, drawing power and costing you money – as
much as $50 per computer each year, possibly more.
This is precisely the point that resonated with New London Public Schools
CIO Tim Wheeler and Business Manager Maria Z. Whalen when their IT
consultant, Michael Mazzariello, brought it to their attention. Recognizing an
opportunity to save money, they assigned Pat Lannon, Technology Manager,
to the case.
Like most schools districts, New London Public Schools operates a pretty
diverse collection of IT assets. PCs, iPads, Macs, Chromebooks, and various
servers all have important roles to play in an educational setting, but
maintaining so many different computing platforms poses challenges for IT
administrators like Pat. Each machine needs periodic software updates,
security patches, antivirus scans, and backups. At first blush, adding energy
management to this long list of system maintenance tasks can seem like an
unnecessary complication.
“While a few employees leave their computers on because they access
their desktop remotely from home, most employees either forget, they
decide against shutting it down because it takes too long, or they simply

do not feel responsible for electricity bills at work,” says Michael
Mazzariello.
In an ideal world, everyone would simply shut down their computer at the end
of the school day. Wishful thinking! Busy kids, teachers, and administrators
have a lot on their plates, and people forget.
That’s why Michael recommended SyAM Software, which helps
administrators manage their IT assets – including power consumption. Once
deployed, SyAM provided Pat Lannon with a very easy way to configure each
computer — no matter what platform (Microsoft, Apple, Chrome, etc.) — to
automatically shut down at 6 PM every weekday. It’s also made it easy to
exclude a handful of computers that needed to stay on for remote access or
for other reasons.
Small by school district standards, (just 5 school buildings and a central
office), New London Public Schools still operates over 2600 computers and
tablets. By shutting off these machines every night, Pat is saving nearly
525,000 kilowatt hours over the course of a year, reducing energy costs by
approximately $90,000. For cash strapped schools, that’s meaningful
savings. For students, it’s meaningful in other ways, because saving energy
also means reducing pollution. Thanks to the actions of Pat and Michael, their
school district is eliminating 362 metric tons of CO2 emissions annually.

